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Atomic-scale materials modelling
Direct insights into mechanisms and structure-property relations at the
atomic time and length scales
Evaluation of microscopic quantities that enter meso-scale models
Electronic structure methods give first-principles estimate of stability and
properties of a given geometry q
Ĥ (q) |Ψi = V (q) |Ψi
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Finite-temperature thermodynamics of materials
Materials at finite temperatureZundergo fluctuations
hAi =

dqe −βV (q) A (q)

Sampling of anharmonic free energies
Nuclear quantum effects
Activated events and phase transitions

All of these simulations require evaluating
properties of individual

configurations an enormous (O 106 ) number of times
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Difficult choices
Hard to get accurate electronic structure and thorough statistics
Inexpensive potential & good statistics / accurate & no sampling
Can machine learning help?
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Machine learning in a nutshell
Data is split between a training set - used to determine the parameters of
the model - and a test/validation set used to verify accuracy of predictions
Learning curves provide diagnostics to understand data and model

test set

training set

MC, Willatt, Csányi, Handbook of Materials Modeling, Springer (2018)
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Huang, von Lilienfeld, JCP (2016)
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Machine learning in a nutshell
Data is split between a training set - used to determine the parameters of
the model - and a test/validation set used to verify accuracy of predictions
Learning curves provide diagnostics to understand data and model
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Boundary condition of the problem
Thermodynamic sampling is repetitive, but with the occasional
(important!) surprise
High-quality reference data is expensive to come by
Data efficiency and transferability are a must
Incorporate physically-inspired priors
Uncertainty quantification & active learning

train set

inference
*

*
*
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What makes an effective model?
Symmetry and locality
in atomistic ML

The role of symmetry
Structure representations should reflect basic physical symmetries: atom
permutation, rigid translations, rigid rotations, inversion, . . .
Cartesian coordinates of the atoms do not fulfill most of these
Incorporating symmetries to build invariant environment representations
X (ν) reduces the effective dimensionality of the problem, makes
regression more data efficient

Willatt, Musil, MC, JCP (2019)
8
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Rotations, density correlations and potentials
Incorporating rotations leads to a hierarchy of spherical invariants
Invariant representations are essentially the same n-body correlations
that are used in statistical theories of liquids
Linear models built on · X (n−1) g→δ yield n-body potential expansion
X

 X (3)
V ({ri }) =
V (2) rij +
V
rij , rik , ωijk . . .
ij

ij

*

Willatt, Musil, MC, JCP (2019); Bartók, Kondor, Csányi PRB 2013
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Are these representations complete?
It is well-known that 2-body correlations are ambiguous: can build
tetrahedra with same pair distances that are different
One can also build examples of pairs of environments that have the same
3B and 4B correlations. Difficult problem - but limited impact on ML
models at the current level of accuracy

Figure from Bartók, Kondor, Csányi, PRB (2013)
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Are these representations complete?
It is well-known that 2-body correlations are ambiguous: can build
tetrahedra with same pair distances that are different
One can also build examples of pairs of environments that have the same
3B and 4B correlations. Difficult problem - but limited impact on ML
models at the current level of accuracy
a)

b)

c)

Pozdniakov, Willatt, Bartók, Ortner, Csányi, Ceriotti, arxiv:2001.11696
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Machine-learning for tensors
Vectors and tensors are ubiquitous in the description of crystalline
materials (αxy , µx ,. . . )
Formulate density-based symmetrized features that learn efficiently by
incorporating the geometric transformations of tensors
E
(2)
Tλµ → Xj λµ

Grisafi, Wilkins, Csányi, & MC, PRL (2018)
11
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Additivity, nearsightedness and locality
A representation of a structure in terms of a sum over atom-centered
terms implies (for a linear model or an average kernel) an additive form of
the property
Nearsightedness principle suggests that one only needs to consider finite
range of correlations

De, Bartók, Csányi, MC, PCCP 2016
12
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*

Prodan, Kohn, PNAS (2005)
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Understanding the range of interactions
Environment kernels can be built for different cutoff radii
Dimensionality/accuracy tradeoff, a measure of the range of interactions
P
A multi-scale kernel K (A, B) = i wi Ki (A, B) yields the best of all worlds.
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A data-driven periodic table of the elements
How to learn with multiple species? Decorate atomic Gaussian with
elemental kets |Hi, |Oi, . . .
P
Expand each ket in a finite basis, |αi = J uαJ |Ji. Optimize coefficients
Dramatic reduction of the descriptor space, more effective learning . . .
. . . and as by-product get a data-driven version of the periodic table!

*

*
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A data-driven periodic table of the elements
How to learn with multiple species? Decorate atomic Gaussian with
elemental kets |Hi, |Oi, . . .
P
Expand each ket in a finite basis, |αi = J uαJ |Ji. Optimize coefficients
Dramatic reduction of the descriptor space, more effective learning . . .
. . . and as by-product get a data-driven version of the periodic table!

Empedocles et al. (ca 360BC). Metaphor courtesy of Albert Bartók
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A data-driven periodic table of the elements
How to learn with multiple species? Decorate atomic Gaussian with
elemental kets |Hi, |Oi, . . .
P
Expand each ket in a finite basis, |αi = J uαJ |Ji. Optimize coefficients
Dramatic reduction of the descriptor space, more effective learning . . .
. . . and as by-product get a data-driven version of the periodic table!

Willatt, Musil, MC, PCCP (2018); [data: Elpasolites, von Lilienfeld&C]
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ML, ML everywhere
(and all the errors did shrink)

Ab initio thermodynamics of water
Challenge: determine thermodynamics of Ih/Ic polymorphism (and the
liquid, as a bonus) at the hybrid DFT+D3 level, with quantum nuclei
Use a machine-learned potential for the sampling-intensive tasks.
Free-energy perturbation to promote to full DFT level
Getting the melting point of water within ~5K, and ∆GIh/Ic within 0.1
meV/molecule

Cheng, Engel, Behler, Dellago, MC, PNAS (2019)
16
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Accurate predictions for molecular crystals
Substituted pentacenes - model systems for molecular electronics
Easily achieve sub-kcal/mol accuracy, with REMatch-SOAP kernels

Prediction MAE for the
Lattice Energy [kJ/mol]
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Musil, De, Yang, Campbell, Day, MC, Chemical Science (2018) [data: G.Day, J.Yang]
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ML-powered NMR crystallograpy
Solid-state NMR relies on GIPAW-DFT to determine crystal structure of
molecular materials
Train a ML model on 2000 CSD structures, predict chemical shieldings
with DFT accuracy (RMSE H: 0.5, C: 5, N: 13, O: 18 ppm)
Precise enough to do structure determination - try it on shiftml.org

Paruzzo, Hofstetter, Musil, De, MC, Emsley, Nature Comm. (2018) [data: CSD-500]
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Molecular polarizabilities at the CCSD level
Accurate molecular polarizabilities by training a tensorial ML model on
high-end CCSD calculations of small molecules
The model can extrapolate to much large compounds (up to aciclovir
C8 H11 N5 O3 ) with better-than-DFT accuracy - try it on alphaml.org

2,2-dimethylhexane

tryptophan

Method
CCSD/ML
CCSD/DFT
octatetraene

cis-4-octene

guanine

cysteine

RMSE
0.304
0.573

fructose

methionine

Wilkins, Grisafi, Yang, Lao, DiStasio, MC, PNAS (2019);
19
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A transferable model of the electron density
Write the charge density in atom-centered components.
Expand on an atomic basis φk ≡ Rn Ylm → tensorial learning of coefficients
Training on a database of small organic dimers
Transferable enough to predict the density of polypeptides, with very
small error
cc-pVQZ

RI-cc-pVQZ

Grisafi, Wilkins, Meyer, Fabrizio, Corminboeuf, MC, ACS Central Science (2019);
Meyer, Grisafi, Fabrizio, MC, Corminboeuf, Chem. Sci., (2019)
20
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Dispersion

Ab-initio
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Electrostatics
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Grisafi, Wilkins, Meyer, Fabrizio, Corminboeuf, MC, ACS Central Science (2019);
Meyer, Grisafi, Fabrizio, MC, Corminboeuf, Chem. Sci., (2019)
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Recognizing active protein ligands
A SOAP-REMatch-based KSVM classifies active and inactive ligands with
99% accuracy; non-additive model is crucial!
Sensitivity analysis help identify the active “warhead” and could guide
drug design and optimization

Bartok, De, Poelking, Kermode, Bernstein, Csanyi, MC, Science Advances (2017) [data: DUD-E, Shoichet]
21
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The charged elephant
in the other room

The night sky paradox
If the universe is static, infinite, and with uniform distribution of stars, the
night sky should be bright
Light intensity decays as 1/r 2 , but number of stars increases as r 2 , so each
layer contribute a constant intensity
This is essentially why electrostatic interactions, that decay as 1/r , are a
challenge (also) for ML

23
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Long-distance equivariant representation
Idea: get a local representation that reflects long-range correlations, with
proper asymptotics
R
1
2

p

Define an atom-density potential hαr|V p i = hαr0 |Ai / |r0 − r| dr
Do the usual gig: symmetrize, decompose locally, learn!

Can be computed efficiently in reciprocal space

Grisafi, MC, JCP (2019)
24
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Grisafi, MC, JCP (2019)
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Predicting binding curves for charged molecules
A challenging test: rigid-molecule binding curves of charged dimers from
the BioFragmentsDB
Train on ~600 dimers, separations <8Å; test on ~60 dimers, up to > 50Å
Local ML alone fails, but SOAP+LODE combination extrapolates greatly
for both monopole-monopole and monopole-dipole interactions

DFT

local+LODE(2)

local

E [a.u.]

0.00

0.05

-

0.10

101

+

R [Å]
Grisafi, MC, JCP (2019)
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Conclusions & outlook
Machine learning is an enabling technology to do serious stat mech with
first-principles energetics, and determine the atomistic properties at the
foundations of multi-scale schemes
Machine learning benefits greatly from incorporating physical principles
Symmetries of representations and target quantities
Locality, additivity, smoothness, conservation laws. . .
Long-range interactions

Materials science insight can also emerge from a ML exercise
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An accurate & inexpensive error estimation
Generate an ensemble of GPR models, and use distribution of predictions
2
X
1 X (i)
1
y (X ) =
y (X ) ,
σ 2 (X ) =
y (i) (X ) − y (X )
NRS
NRS − 1
i

i

Verify accuracy by the distribution of errors P (|y (X ) − yref (X )| |σ (X ))
Use maximum-likelihood to calibrate the uncertainty σ (X ) → ασ (X )γ−1

reference
environments

new input

weight
vectors
resampled
training

kernels
ensemble of
predictions
Musil, Willatt, MC JCTC (2019)
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